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TWO of Australia's biggest corporate bribery scandals have overlapped, with the revelation that a
Reserve Bank of Australia currency firm engaged an Indian middleman implicated in the Iraq
oil-for-food affair.
The agent engaged by RBA banknote firm Securency - which is the subject of Australia's biggest
foreign bribery investigation- is related to one of India's most senior politicians and has been raided
by Indian police in connection with suspect arms deals.
Securency hired businessman Aditya Khanna and his Delhi firm, DSSI Group, to help get its plastic
banknotes circulating in India, one of the world's biggest cash economies.
A DSSI Group executive last week confirmed his company's link to Securency. The RBA declined to
comment.
Like AWB, Mr Khanna was named in 2006 in the United Nation's Volcker inquiry as having profited
from oil-for-food program contracts that included kickbacks to Saddam Hussein's Iraqi regime.
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The Volcker inquiry sparked an Australian royal commission into AWB's role as the biggest rorter of
the UN program.

Natwar Singh. Photo: Reuters

The revelation of Mr Khanna's role with the RBA firm is likely to embarrass the Australian and Indian governments and their respective central banks,
especially after Securency recently won a contract from the Reserve Bank of India to supply 1 billion polymer banknotes for a trial.
It could also prompt an inquiry by Indian authorities into the circumstances of the RBI's polymer banknote trial, particularly the role played by
Securency's middlemen.
Senior Howard and Gillard government ministers, including foreign affairs minister Stephen Smith and former trade minister Mark Vaile, as well as
numerous Australian diplomats, have strongly lobbied Indian ministers and officials on Securency's behalf since 1999.
The Australian government also sponsored Indian journalists to travel to Australia to write positive stories about Securency's polymer currency.
Like AWB, Securency has enjoyed close ties to government trade agency, Austrade, which introduced the firm to several of its foreign agents. An
Austrade trade commissioner also headed Securency's Latin America operations in recent years.
Labor and the Coalition have repeatedly blocked efforts by the Greens to have a Senate or public inquiry into the Securency scandal, which has been
the subject of a 15-month probe by the Australian Federal Police.
An investigation by The Age into Securency's efforts to crack the Indian banknote market has found it engaged several politically connected
businessmen in recent years.
One of those was Mr Khanna, a 38-year-old, London-based businessman with a network of offshore companies in tax havens such as the Channel
Islands and the Isle of Man.
Mr Khanna is a relative of senior Indian politician Natwar Singh. During Mr Khanna's tenure as a Securency agent, which is believed to have run from
the early 2000s until mid-2006, Mr Singh served as India's external affairs minister. Mr Khanna's brother, Arvind Khanna, is a former national
parliamentarian with the ruling Congress Party. Their father, Vipin Khanna, is an Indian arms dealer.
In recent years, the Khanna family have been targeted in raids by India's Criminal Bureau of Intelligence over a series of allegedly corrupt arms deals,
Delhi High Court records from 2008 show.
According to documents lodged in the Delhi High Court in 2008, the Khannas have also been pursued by the Indian tax office and finance ministry in
relation to the UN's Volcker findings.
The Volcker inquiry and a subsequent Indian government probe found a Channel Islands company owned by former Securency agent Aditya Khanna
received money from a firm involved in the payment of illegal kickbacks to Saddam Hussein's regime in return for oil concessions.
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The inquiries found Mr Khanna's relative, India's then external affairs minister Natwar Singh, used his position to lobby Iraqi ministers to do oil
business with companies linked to his son, Jagat Singh, Mr Khanna and another close family friend.
Mr Khanna, whom Securency cut as its agent in May 2006 due to his naming in the Volcker inquiry, has a network of offshore companies that Indian
law enforcement agencies allege were used to transfer money linked to suspect arms deals.
India's Criminal Bureau of Intelligence revoked his passport in 2006. But Mr Khanna managed to flee to London that year. An Indian court ordered the
return of his passport in 2008.
It is believed that neither Mr Khanna, his brother nor his father, have been charged with any offences in relation to the arms deals.
Another Securency agent in India is Satinder Singh Bachher, who received a $120,000 payment from the company in 2007. The Mumbai developer
and accountant is believed to have connections to India's other major political party, the centre-right BJP.
An audit of Securency commissioned by the RBA earlier this year found that Securency ignored its own guidelines in respect of a series of other
payments made to Indian bank accounts over a three-year period. It is not known if these payments are linked to Mr Khanna.
Securency, which is half-owned and supervised by the RBA, has been under investigation by an Australian Federal Police taskforce since May last
year. Its sister firm, Note Printing Australia, has also come under police scrutiny.
The AFP is investigating whether Securency and NPA knowingly breached Australia's anti-bribery laws by paying more than $50 million in commission
payments to politically connected middlemen hired to win contracts in Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia and Nigeria.
Got a tip? Email investigations@theage.com.au
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